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Reconnection of StablejUnstable Manifolds 
of the Harper Map 






The Harper map is one of the simplest chaotic system exibiting reconnec七ionof invariant 
manifold. The map depends on a real parameter k and is defined on (v， u)モトπ，π]2:
υ(t +σ) -v(t) = σsin u(t) 
u(t +σ) -u(t) kσsin v(t +σ) 、 、? ?? ??， ，??
where σ(> 0) is the time step and plays a role of the small parameter. In the continuous limit， 
σ→ 0， the map reduces to a set of differential equations which admit topologically different 
separatrices depending on the parameter k (Fig. 1). 
In this paper， we consider the change of the unstable manifolds for k →1 -O. The Laurent 
expansions of perturbative solution near its singularity points is expressed as a Borel summable 
asymptotic expansion in a sector including t =一∞ andit is analytically continued七o七heother 
sector， where the solution acquires new terms (ABAO terms) describing heteroclinic tangles. 
ABAO term corresponds to the difference between stable and unstable manifolds which is ex-
A 
pone凶 allysmall (ε 三 e-~ (Re[A] > 0)) wi七hrespect to σ(See more details in [2]). Therefore 
U U U 
k<l k=l k>l 




in the sector which including t =∞， the unstable manifold (vu， uu) is expressed as the doulbe 
expansions in σand E: 
00 00 00 00 
vu(t) =乞乞σjnE2n-lvnl(t)σ，Uu(t) =乞玄σjnE2n-1 Unl (似 (2) 
n=ll=O n=ll=O 
where jn is determined by matching Vnl， Unl with ABAO term near singular points of perturba-
七ivesolution. Note that (2) is the only form which admits matching [2]. We get the formula of 
the stablejunstable ma凶foldsof the Harper map. This formula indica七estaht stablejunstable 
manifolds acquire new oscillatory portion corresponding to the he七eroclinictangle after the re-
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図 2:The analytically constructed unstable manifold near (0，π) .σ= 0.35， k = 1.0 -10-9 
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